DIRECTIONS FOR USE

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

1. Bait and use trap outdoors.
2. Remove trapping heads and fly attractant packets from carton.
3. Rinse out a standard one-gallon plastic milk/water/juice jug of the type shown on the top of the carton. Use only transparent type jugs, not opaque or colored jugs.
4. Tear open packet containing fly attractant. (Diagram A)
5. Place water-soluble attractant pouch into empty jug trap. Do not open the inside pouch, it will dissolve in water. Add one-half gallon of clean water to activate the attractant. (Diagram B)
6. Slide cylinder part of trap head into mouth of jug. (Diagram C)
7. Agitate lightly to disperse attractant. (Diagram D)
8. Hang trap outside from handle or place trap on ground in a sunlit area of high fly concentration when flies are active and where odors will not be a problem. (Diagram E) For best results, place trap within four feet of the ground. In hot weather (above 90°F/32°C), place trap in shade for better results. In cooler weather, place trap in sun.
9. Agitate trap contents occasionally to thoroughly wet trapped flies. Add water to the trap as necessary to maintain the fluid level. Reloat trap when full of flies, or when trap contents dry out.
10. Wash hands with soap and water after handling.
11. Trap may be rinsed and refilled with replacement Starbar® Fly Trap Attractant water-soluble pouch. NOTE: Not for indoor use, nor for use against biting flies. Contents may give off bad odor; keep contents from coming in contact with hands or clothing.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

STORAGE: Store in a cool, dry, well-ventilated location out of reach of pets and livestock.

DISPOSAL: Deposit outer packet in trash.

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:

- Z-9 tricosene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.0%
- Putrescent whole egg solids . . 20.5%
- Trimethylamine* . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.6%
- Indole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2%

OTHER INGREDIENTS: . . . . . . . . . . . 77.7%

TOTAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0%

*Generated from trimethylamine HCL 1.00%

NET CONTENTS: 2.12 oz ( 60 g ) Total

( 2-30 g water soluble pouches)

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

SEE BACK AND SIDE PANELS FOR DIRECTIONS FOR USE

For information or in case of emergency, call 1-800-347-8272 or visit our Web site: www.starbarproducts.com

EPA Reg. No. 89459-11
EPA Est. No. 270-IA-001

Manufactured for:
Central Garden & Pet Company
1501 East Wood Street
DeKalb, IL 60115

Starbar and Starbar with design are registered trademarks of Wellmark International. Milk Jugg and the red to yellow gradation are trademarks of Farnam Companies, Inc. Central Garden & Pet and Central Garden & Pet with design are trademarks of Central Garden & Pet Company. ©2011, 2015, 2018 Wellmark International.
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